Website Privacy Statement &
Cookie’s Policy Template
This Privacy Statement sets out an overview of how all personal data that we collect from you as the
data subject, or that you provide to us via the Gillieron Scott Acoustic Design website and during the
course of us providing consultancy services will be processed by us. For the purposes of this, data
subjects are the individuals of whom Gillieron Scott Acoustic Design holds and uses personal data
provided by you.
Please read the following to understand how we operate regarding your personal data. This statement
should be read in conjunction with our Privacy Notice.

1.0 If you do not agree with this Privacy Statement
If you do not agree with how we process your personal data as outlined in this Statement and associated
documentation, please do not submit any data to us.

2.0 Who controls the data that you supply?
Gillieron Scott Acoustic Design is registered as a data controller in the United Kingdom for the purposes
of any relevant data protection laws. The data you provide is processed fairly and lawfully and used
only for the purposes set out in this policy.

3.0 Information we collect
Gillieron Scott Acoustic Design will collect data about you in accordance with our legitimate interests
as a data controller. We collect both non-personal information and personal information. Non-personal
information includes any data that cannot be used to identify you, including generic demographics
(inclusive of data that demonstrates equal opportunity compliance), referral pages and URLs and how
users navigate through the website. Personal information includes your name and contact details and
if necessary, sensitive personal data.
Gillieron Scott Acoustic Design will also obtain explicit consent from you before processing any sensitive
personal data. Personal data will be stored, processed, used and disclosed by us in these ways:
• To improve our service and to make our services more relevant to you (including updating our
website to enhance your digital experience).
• Where you have consented to being contacted, send you promotions, offers, networking events
and market information.
• To answer your queries.
• To carry out our obligations arising from any contracts entered into between you and the Company,
or any contracts the Company enters into with third parties in relation to carrying out our
consultancy services.
Every now and then, we may seek your permission to process, use or disclose your data for any other
purpose not already listed.

4.0 Where Information is held
The personal information that you provide to us (including sensitive personal information) may be
passed on to our clients and the third parties specified above. Some of these are located outside of the
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European Economic Area. When we transfer your personal information outside this area, we will take
steps to ensure that your privacy rights continue to be protected.

5.0 Access to your information
You may request an overview on the information we hold about you at any time and can request to
modify, update or delete it. When we receive this, we may require identification verification or need to
clarify your request. Where we are legally permitted to do so, we may refuse your request and will give
you reasons for doing so.
You can request to unsubscribe from marketing material at any time. If you wish to contact us about
any of this, please email info@gsacoustics.org

6.0 Information Retention
We will hold your information for as long as is necessary to adhere to our statutory and contractual
obligations and in line with our legitimate interests as a data controller.
We will endeavour to ensure all your personal data is kept up to date but you are responsible for
informing us of any changes, which we will update or delete accordingly.
Where we have obtained your consent to process your sensitive personal data, we will do so in line
with our obligations under the relevant data protection laws. Your sensitive personal date will be
processed for a period of two years. Upon expiry of that period the Company will seek further consent
from you. Where consent is not granted the Company will cease to process your sensitive personal
data.
“Meaningful contact” means, for example, any form of contact between us in relation to the Company
assisting/providing services to you.

7.0 Transmission of information across the internet
Your information is held on servers hosted by us or our Internet Services Provider, 1&1 Ionos. Sending
information over the internet is not totally secure. While we endeavour to protect your personal data,
we cannot always safeguard the security of your data transmitted to our site.

8.0 Website visitor tracking
This website monitors how visitors use our website so we can consistently improve our services. The
information collected does not allow any individual to be identified, and will be used to understand our
users and website better. We may share this aggregate data with selected third parties to assist with
our monitoring, where you have consented to this. We may also undertake marketing profiling to help
us identify services or jobs that may be of interest.

9.0 Cookies Policy
9.1 What are cookies?
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A “cookie” is a small file that tracks, saves and stores information about your interactions with our
website. It is stored on your computer’s hard drive. This allows our website, through its server, to
provide tailored options for your next visit. Cookies are used by the majority of websites and do not
damage your computer.
If you would like to stop the use and saving of cookies from our website onto your computer, you should
take the necessary steps within your web browser security settings. This involves blocking all cookies
from this website and its external serving vendors, or the use of a cookie control system if available.
9.2 How do we use cookies?
The cookies we collect allow us to monitor user traffic patterns and usage, and to help us advertise jobs
we think you will be interested in. This collection helps us understand our website’s usability so we can
improve the design, layout and functionality.
Enabling these cookies is not strictly necessary for the website to work but it will provide you with a
better browsing experience. You can block them, but this might result in some features of this site not
working as intended.
The cookie-related information is not used to identify you personally and the pattern data is fully under
our control. These cookies are not used for any purpose other than those described here. The only third
party cookies we use on our site are Google Analytics (please see section 6 on Google Analytics).
The cookies we use are explained below:
a. Strictly necessary cookies
These cookies are needed for effective site usage and, as such, cannot be turned off. These cookies do
not gather information about you that could be used for other purposes, such as marketing or tracking
your Internet usage.
b. Performance cookies
These cookies help us monitor and improve the performance of our website, counting visits, identifying
traffic sources and judging site popularity. We use Google Analytics for this purpose, but all information
gathered is anonymous.
c. Functionality cookies
These cookies remember choices you make upon first visiting our website, including user name,
language or where you are based. This allows the website to remember changes you have made to text
size, font and other customisable elements. It also prevents repeat processes such as pop-ups.
Functionality cookies may also be used to provide services you wish to use, such as watching video and
commenting, and are usually anonymous.
For information on how to reject these personalisation cookies, (see section 11.0 below).

10.0 Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. (“Google”). This
service uses cookies to help us analyse how users navigate and interact with the site. The information
generated by the cookie includes your IP address and is transmitted to and stored by Google on servers
in the United States. It uses this information to create reports on website activity for the Company and
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providing other services relating to website activity and internet usage. Google may send this
information to third parties where required to do so by law, or if such third parties use the information
on Google’s behalf. Google will not associate your IP address with any other data held by Google.

11.0 How to reject cookies
If you only wish to receive cookies that are strictly necessary, you may choose to opt out of all voluntary
data collection by selecting the appropriate box on our website.
Most web browsers automatically accept cookies, but this can be changed in your browser settings.
Rejecting all cookies means that certain features can’t be provided to you and, as such, you may not be
able to experience of all our features.

12.0 Changes to our Privacy Statement
Any changes to this Privacy Statement will be updated on this website as and when it is required. If at
any time we use personal data in a significantly different manner than from stated in this statement,
we will notify you and you will be able to decide if we are able to use this information in the new
manner.
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